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INSHRIACH 

Distance Ascent Time Difficulty 

19.7km 494m 1.5-2.5 hours Moderate/Difficult 

 

Surface 

Mainly single track with some stretches of linking land rover track. 

Hazards 

Technical Features – the single track descents have various technical features (stepping stones, 
drop-offs, tree roots, streams etc.) of blue/red standard, which should be navigated with care. 

Mud – the single track descents cut up badly in places after prolonged bad weather and should be 
avoided to prevent lasting damage from over-use. 

Start 

Off-road layby on the left 100m up the side road to Drumguish (NN 791 998) 

Finish 

Off-road layby on the left 100m up the side road to Drumguish (NN 791 998) 

Route 

Follow the road into Drumguish and continue straight ahead at the cross-roads.  Pass through a 
gate where the road turns into a farm track and continue through an area of open moorland.  Pass 
through a second gate to enter Inshriach Forest.  At the cross-roads continue straight ahead and 
climb a steep hill. 

At NN 815 985, shortly beyond the top of the hill, turn left onto a single track following a fire-
break through the trees.  Cross a stream in the clearing and the bank beyond (short technical 
section) to re-enter the trees.  Continue along the single track, which follows a narrow fire-break 
(short technical section) to reach a junction at NN 814 991.  Turn sharp right and follow the rutted 
single track uphill (short technical section) to NN 816 990, where the track turns left. 

Continue steeply uphill on the single track (several short technical sections) following a narrow 
fire-break to a junction with a fire road at NN 821 997.  Turn right on the fire road and follow it 
uphill to reach the trig point at the summit of Creag Dhubh (445m). 

Continue straight ahead on a muddy single track (technical) ignoring a single track to the right.  As 
the track exits the trees and after a short steep descent turn right to follow a single track 
(indistinct at first) into an area of clear-fell.  Follow the single track across the clear-fell (technical) 
to reach a T-junction at the bottom of the clear-fell. 
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Turn left and after c.50m turn right to follow the single track steeply downhill along a narrow fire-
break.  The descent is fast and crosses 2 small streams on stepping stones (technical) before it 
ends at a fire road (NN 833 992) [Strava Segment: Green Dream2]. 

Turn left and follow the fire road to NN 837 997.  Turn sharp left to follow another fire road uphill.  
At NH 832 008, turn right into a clearing to pick up a single track. 

The single track crosses the clearing (rutted in places) to re-enter the trees and then follows a fire-
break (small drop-off) through the heather.  At NH 836 010 take a sharp turn left to follow another 
fire-break uphill on an undulating single track.  At the top of the hill the track turns right and 
descends (small drop-off), then turns left and descends (technical) to reach a fire-road at NH 833 
014 [Strava Segment: Dan Macaskill’s Xmas Tree Hop]. 

Turn right along the fire road and after 150m turn right to pick up another single track by a 
signpost.  Follow the single track through the trees and then climb steeply to a T-junction.  Turn 
left on the track and follow it steeply uphill.  At NH 832 020 there is an option to turn right to 
follow a steep uphill single track to reach the viewpoint above Uath Lochans (return along the 
uphill route to re-join the main track).  Continue up the track to reach a T-junction.  Turn left and 
descend for c.100m to a further T-junction.  Turn right and follow the track for c.150m to the point 
at which a single track appears on the left. 

Turn left and follow the single track downhill on pine needles through the trees to a hidden dip as 
the single track emerges into a clearing. Follow the single track across the clearing and into the 
trees beyond.  The single track ends at a T-junction where it meets a fire road [Strava Segment: 
The Dual!]. 

Turn right and follow the fire road downhill to a T-junction. Turn left at a T-junction and follow this 
fire road to another junction.  Turn left at the junction and follow the fire road which climbs up 
through the trees.  At the T-junction (NH 825 008) turn right and continue climbing until the fire 
road become overgrown at NN 822 999. 

Turn right onto a single track which descends through the trees.  Follow this track through the 
trees (narrow in places) until it reaches the fire road at NH 813 005 (several technical sections – 
the most technical on this route) [Strave Segment: The Tunnel]. 

Cross the fire road and continue along a short section of single track until it reaches the land rover 
track at Inveruglas.  Turn left, pass through a gate and follow the land rover track through 
Inveruglas to a gate at the far end of the hamlet.  Go through the gate to pick up a well-
engineered path/track across moorland.  Follow the path/track across the moor and down/up a 
prominent dip and back into the trees.  Keep left following the track through 2 deep puddles and 
back to Drumguish. 
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